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Ideal for young children I actually ordered this for my 4 year-older when her great grandfather passed on.
The book did a wonderful job of presenting the reality about life and death, in addition to explaining, and
therefore preparing her for, The funeral and memorial service we attended. It's solid. Good This book is
super duper tremendous colossal awesome! This by considerably was the best. Others defeat around the
bush or used the death of a pet to describe it, but this publication presented all the details in a thourough
however age appropriate way. We discovered this name along with two more that basically assisted my
two yr old; There exists a section in the publication that addresses guilt (perchance you desire you hadn't
stated something to the person, etc), which we just skip over whenever we read it - our 3-year olds
haven't any concept of that sort of guilt yet and I feel that it introduces guilt where they honestly don't
feel it with regards to their grandpa.I loved that there surely is no reference to heaven or floating in the
sky. It's an honest description of what goes on when your body stops operating. Highly recommended.. I
bought this book to greatly help my four season old daughter cope with the near future grief of losing my
dad. It is certainly such a hard topic because as of this age children are still not fully capable of
understanding the permanency of loss of life. Even asks queries to promote a conversation. However, she
frequently asks to read this book at times when she is really missing him and wants to talk about it. This
reserve has good questions towards the end that can help to get little ones talking about how they are
feeling. In a single particularly touching moment, the questions led to an excellent discussion where she
told me that she considers him frequently and realizes that he lives on in her, just like in the Lion King. It
really helped to talk with our young (3 &It raised concepts of different beliefs, including angels. Nice
book Comforting book Great for young client learning about grief Very nicely written reserve. It wasn't
overly spiritual, but I feel like various other books have managed this better. Perfect first intro to death
This nonreligious introduction to death really helped us talk about what happened to grandpa when he
passed on. over thirteen years ago; to understand during the time we lost her father. I think that it is
written well more than enough to describe what death is, nonetheless it definitely will not help children
cope. Helpful I ordered this book for a 5 calendar year old relative whose mom was killed in a vehicle
accident. That is wonderful book to greatly help kids cope with the death of . I really liked the
explaination that sometimes people die when something bad happens and addititionally there is questions
to ask in addition to helpful tools in the trunk. I discovered it to start off sort of harsh for a child "Each
day someone is born and Each day someone dies" Nevertheless, the book did an excellent job explaining
loss of life and what goes on even through the funeral process.. Perfect book for helping small children
with their grief. It helped him understand a very confusing and difficult period.I highly recommend this
book for anyone struggling with how exactly to help their children cope with their grief. 5) children when
my FIL passed away. It is not a Christian book, but a book about death and everything you feel and
encounter. It's been an excellent coping tool for we. Great resource This book covers death for all families
and cultures. This book is for a five year old girl, who recently lost her mum to Cancer. Explains factors in
a fashion that is easy to understand.. It's solid It's good. In enough time before the memorial my little one
asked to bed read this book every evening before bed, I truthfully think it ready her in a way I possibly
could not. But I think for somewhat older children - maybe 7 or 8? Great Great book to teach kids about
the inevitable Explains loss of life, doesn't help small kids cope with situation. Warning, you will likely
need tissues as you go through the book, nonetheless it is a good way to get both of you talking about
your feelings at an extremely difficult time. The vibrant illustrations and true to life application really
helps.The section on feeling guilt is most likely relevant for a few kids, however, not everyone so it
managed to get difficult to connect to I think.It opens up a whole lot of important discussions, but just
didn't work for our needs at this time. I purchased a few books on her behalf about loss of life, or that
claimed to end up being. Not too blunt, however, not sugar coated wording. I felt.. Ideal for my husband
and I to explain loss of life to your three year aged after losing a loved one It's good. great book love this



reserve and the story is fantastic and the kids love it too Thankful for this book I looked into many, many
books for my son after we misplaced my mother in legislation. This book, is very soft and to the idea. You
should examine this book for as much times as possible! This is wonderful book to greatly help kids cope
with the death of a loved one. For a Brave little girl. Doesn’t go spiritual but opens the entranceway for
you to insert your beliefs to your son or daughter. I'm hoping that when she actually is having a bad day
she will use the reserve to aid her grief. Highly Recommend Dealing with loss is not easy for an adult,
much less a kid. She still has trouble understanding that he will hardly ever come back. Who have perhaps
lost someone that is a dynamic part of their daily life. I could not advocate this even more! I was
attempting to purchase for young siblings after their sister passed on and don't feel that it would be
useful. It's was shocking to read as an adult. I'm upset because it will cost more than half the cost of the
book just to return it.
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